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Figure 1. We introduce Unified GAN Compression (UGC) for compressing image-to-image translation-based GANs. UGC reduces
29.6-63.6× MACs and 50% of data labels while preserving visual fidelity. UGC establishes new state-of-the-art performance across
various model constraints (12-67× MACs), label constraints (10%, 25%, 50%), datasets (Cityscapes (City)[8], Edges2Shoes (E2S)[48])
and generator architectures (ResNet[14, 17], UNet[36, 17]). R0.9G denotes the Resnet-style generator with 0.9G MACs. Our code and
models are made public at: https://github.com/bytedance/UGC

Abstract

Recent years have witnessed the prevailing progress
of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) in image-to-
image translation. However, the success of these GAN mod-
els hinges on ponderous computational costs and labor-
expensive training data. Current efficient GAN learning
techniques often fall into two orthogonal aspects: i) model
slimming via reduced calculation costs; ii) data/label-
efficient learning with fewer training data/labels. To com-
bine the best of both worlds, we propose a new learning
paradigm, Unified GAN Compression (UGC), with a uni-
fied optimization objective to seamlessly prompt the syn-
ergy of model-efficient and label-efficient learning. UGC
sets up semi-supervised-driven network architecture search
and adaptive online semi-supervised distillation stages se-
quentially, which formulates a heterogeneous mutual learn-
ing scheme to obtain an architecture-flexible, label-efficient,

⋆Equal contribution. †Corresponding author.

and performance-excellent model. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that UGC obtains state-of-the-art lightweight
models even with less than 50% labels. UGC that com-
presses 40× MACs can achieve 21.43 FID on edges→shoes
with 25% labels, which even outperforms the original model
with 100% labels by 2.75 FID.

1. Introduction

Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)[12,
1, 32, 33, 4, 17, 55] have achieved prominent results in
various visual generative tasks, such as image-to-image
translation[17, 44, 30, 55, 7] and style transfer[21, 22,
39, 9]. Albeit with varying degrees of progress, most of
its recent successes rely on explosive computational com-
plexities or extensive labeled images. Training or de-
ploying these excellent GAN models with unwieldy re-
source demands is arduous, especially in the hardware-
constrained[23, 35, 18] or low-data regime[52, 5, 27]. To
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Figure 2. Unified GAN compression in the model-data-efficiency
space, which consists of model-efficient learning to reduce com-
putational costs, and data-efficient learning with fewer labels.

alleviate this issue, efficient GAN learning has become
a newly-raised and crucial research topic in recent years.
We analyze current corresponding algorithms and classify
them into a unified model-data-efficiency space in Fig-
ure 2, which reveals that related techniques can be di-
vided into two orthogonal aspects: model-efficient or data-
efficient. As shown in Figure 2 left part, model-efficient
approaches[23, 35, 26, 18, 51, 24] typically make efforts
to learn slimming GANs to reduce ponderous computa-
tional costs and hulking memory usage. On the other
hand, data-efficient learning[5, 52, 20, 27] has recently
emerged as a promising approach by leveraging few-shot
learning[29, 53] or regularization techniques[5, 52, 20, 42]
to optimize GANs with limited training labels, as shown in
Figure 2 right part.

Based on the above observation, we can find that al-
though these two learning paradigms both reside in the com-
mon model-data-efficiency space, current image-to-image
translation based GAN compression works only focus on
a unilateral optimization objective. A natural question is:
whether these two orthogonal compression paradigms can
be learned uniformly in a collaborative framework? Com-
pared with individual learning objectives, a unified solution
confronts two additional challenges: i) how model and data-
efficient learning cooperate in an unified GAN compression
framework? ii) how to overcome the rising challenge of
GAN training instability with multiple compression tools?

In many real-world scenarios for image-to-image trans-
lation tasks, the labels consistently occupy 50% of the im-
age input, making it challenging and time-consuming to ob-
tain large amounts of labeled data. In this work, our main
focus is to study label efficiency in data-efficient GANs and
provide the first attempt to answer the above questions. We
introduce a novel GAN compression objective called Uni-
fied GAN Compression (UGC) that seamlessly promotes
both model-efficient and label-efficient learning. The pro-
posed UGC optimization framework comprises two stages:
a semi-supervised-driven network architecture search and
adaptive online semi-supervised distillation. Each stage in-
tegrates both model-based and label-centric compression

tools, formulating a heterogeneous mutual learning scheme.
In the first stage, semi-supervised learning optimizes sub-
networks within the search space via distillation loss on un-
labeled images, leveraging the weight-sharing mechanism
to facilitate the network architecture search (NAS) proce-
dure. In the second stage, the discriminator-free student
network is optimized in the online distillation setting, em-
ploying the teacher discriminator to guide the label-efficient
GAN learning procedure. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized in three-fold:

• New Insight: To the best of our knowledge, we of-
fer the first attempt to design a unified optimization
paradigm for GAN compression, which pioneers to
advance image-to-image translation based GAN com-
pression into jointly modeling both model-efficient
and label-efficient GAN learning. We believe that our
work can provide inspired insight and suggests a new
path forward in efficient GAN learning.

• Unified and Pioneering: UGC seamlessly integrates
three orthogonal compression techniques, i.e., net-
work architecture search, online distillation and semi-
supervised learning, to be jointly optimized in a collab-
orative framework. On the one hand, semi-supervised
learning provides auxiliary supervision signals to facil-
itate NAS and the distillation procedure. On the other
hand, NAS and distillation technology promote obtain-
ing an architecture-flexible and performance-excellent
model.

• High Effectiveness: Extensive experiments on
edges→shoes [48] and cityscapes [8]) demonstrate
that UGC successes to compress pix2pix [17] by 39×
MACs , pix2pixHD by 17× and GauGAN by 31× ,
and achieves state-of-the-art compression performance
(see Figure 1). Under this extreme compression ratio,
UGC can further reduce 50% of labels without losing
the visual fidelity of generated images. Compared with
the existing competitive approaches, UGC helps to ob-
tain better image quality with much less computational
costs and labels. UGC provides a feasible solution for
deploying GAN in the hardware-constrained and label-
limited regime.

2. Related Works
2.1. Image-to-Image Translation GANs

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [12] have
achieved a remarkable leap on a series of image genera-
tion tasks, such as image-to-image translation[55, 17, 6,
7, 41, 30], image synthesis[32, 34, 28, 50, 4, 3] and im-
age stylization[21]. Pix2Pix[17] proposed to employ paired
data for image-to-image translation. Pix2PixHD[44] fur-
ther accomplished the high-resolution photorealistic images
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Figure 3. The whole pipeline of Unified GAN Compression (UGC) framework. UGC framework contains a two-stage optimization proce-
dure: semi-supervised network architecture search (Step ①) and adaptive online semi-supervised distillation(Step ② + Step ③). Step ①: A
largest-net Gl and sub-nets Gr , Gs are sampled from the search space and mutually optimized via a weight-sharing mechanism. Step ②:
Teacher models GW

T ,GD
T and student models G∗ are evolutionary searched from the search space with respect to computational constraints.

Step ③: Student model G∗ is optimized with distillation loss via multi-teachers guidance. The blue arrow depicts the supervised training
process with pair datasets A, while the red counterpart denotes the semi-supervised optimization paradigm for unlabeled data U .

generation by coarse-to-fine generator and multi-scale dis-
criminator. GauGAN[31] boosted the performance of se-
mantic image synthesis via spatially-adaptive normaliza-
tion. These GAN models generate high-fidelity images at
the cost of bulky computation and expensive data anno-
tation, which restricts their application in the hardware-
constrained or low-data regime. Although unpaired im-
age translation [55, 7] tried to address the label constraints
by introducing a weakly-supervised setting, they still suffer
from extreme generation instability and quality degradation
during model slimming or data volume shrinking.

2.2. Model-Efficient GAN Learning

GAN-oriented model compression has been a popular re-
search topic due to the extensive application of GANs in
real-scene. Li et al. [23] optimized a ”once-for-all” gen-
erator and sampled the best-performed architecture accord-
ing to the target computational constraints. Ren et al. [35]
proposed an online multi-granularity distillation to optimize
the lightweight models in a discriminator-free way. Li et al.
[26] designed a generator-discriminator cooperative com-
pression scheme to improve the adversarial training sta-
bilization in GAN compression. Zhang et al. [51] selec-
tively distill the high-frequency bands of the generated im-
ages to transfer high-quality information effectively. Li et
al. [24] innovatively proposed a spatially sparse inference
technology to achieve acceleration. Although these meth-
ods achieved a prominent balance between computational

cost and image quality, they fail to take data efficiency
into consideration. When labeled data from the target do-
main decrease, even the state-of-the-art GAN compression
method[35] still suffers from noticeable performance degra-
dation, as shown in Figure 4.

2.3. Data-Efficient GAN Learning

Recently, data-efficient GANs has drawn much atten-
tion for their advantage of reducing the manual annota-
tion effort, which mitigate GANs degradation on limited
data/labels primarily by data augmentation, regularization,
and pre-training techniques: 1) Data Augmentation ap-
proach [52, 20, 54] focus on relieving the discriminator
from overfitting by increasing the training data diversity.
For example, Zhao et al. [52] adopted the differentiable
augmentation to stabilize the training process of the dis-
criminator. 2) Regularization methods [47, 5, 42, 27] intro-
duce various priors to improve the generalization of GANs.
Tseng et al. [42] designed a regularization loss derived
from LeCam-divergence to restrain the convergence of the
discriminator. Li et al. [27] designed a contrastive learn-
ing based method to enhance performance in a limited-
data regime. 3) Pre-training methods [13, 29] present
transfer-learning solutions for data-efficient GANs. How-
ever, these works are not suitable for the realistic hardware-
constrained scenario. To our knowledge, this paper presents
the first model-label bi-dimensional efficient GAN learning
paradigm.
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3. Unified GAN Compression

Unified GAN Compression attempts to accomplish
GAN-oriented tasks in the hardware-constrained and label-
limited regime. Conditional GANs[17, 44, 30] aim to learn
a mapping function between a source domain X = {xi}Ni=1

and a target domain Y . In the label-efficient setting, we
construct the labeled (paired) training set A = {xA

i , y
A
i }Mi=1

and an unlabeled datasets U = {xU
j }

N−M
j=1 . For the label-

efficient setting, we set the labeled proportion (i.e, M
N ) to

10%, 25% and 50% to accomplish the GAN-oriented tasks.
This paper offers the first attempt to integrate model-

efficient and label-efficient algorithms in the GAN tasks,
leveraging network architecture search[4, 43], semi-
supervised learning[2, 40, 45] and distillation algorithm[10,
35, 51] to learn efficient GAN models in a cooperative set-
ting. The whole pipeline of the UGC framework is illus-
trated in Figure 3, which consists of a two-stage training
process. Specifically, semi-supervised-driven network ar-
chitecture search and adaptive online semi-supervised dis-
tillation are introduced in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1. Semi-Supervised Network Architecture Search

Network Architecture Search (NAS)[49, 43] is a widely-
used model slimming technology for GAN-oriented com-
pression. However, previous methods[11, 16, 23, 18] rely
heavily on the labeled dataset, thus constraining the model
performance in the low-annotation regime. To alleviate this
problem, we introduce Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL)
into NAS procedure, which can be regarded as auxiliary su-
pervision to relieve the high dependency on labeled data. As
is shown in Step ① of Figure 3, we construct a depth-width
dynamic supernet as the search space S = {Gi}, Gi is a
sub-network sampled from S. We leverage sandwich train-
ing rule [49] to sample the largest sub-network Gl, smallest
sub-network Gs and a random sub-networks Gr from S,
then formulates the following optimization function:

Lstage1 = LA
sup(Gl) + LU

dist(Gr, Gs) (1)

The largest sub-network Gl is optimized on the labeled
dataset A and other attentively sampled sub-networks are
supervised by distillation loss on the unlabeled dataset U .

Supervised Largest Sub-Network Training. We fol-
low the training scheduler in [17, 44, 30] that employs
paired samples from dataset A to optimize the largest sub-
network Gl. Take Pix2Pix[17] as an example, Gl is trained
to map xA to yA while its corresponding discriminator D
is optimized to distinguish the fake images generated by Gl

from the real images:

LGAN (Gl, D) =ExA,yA [logD(xA, yA)]

+ ExA [log(1−D(xA, Gl(x
A))].

(2)

Meanwhile, a reconstruction loss is introduced to push
the output of Gl to be close to the ground truth yA:

LRecon(Gl) = ExA,yA [∥ yA −Gl(x
A) ∥1]. (3)

To sum up, the supervised loss function LA of Gl is:

LA
sup(Gl) = argmin

Gl

max
D

LGAN (Gl, D)

+ λreconLRecon(Gl)
(4)

Semi-supervised Sub-Networks Training. To reduce
training dependency on target domain images, we randomly
sample a middle-sized sub-network Gr and the smallest
sub-networks Gs[49] from the search space S. Then we
conduct an online distillation[35, 26] on U to capture com-
plementary concepts from unlabeled images.

Specifically, we feed source domain images xU from 4.3
to Gl to generate the pseudo paired target domain images
ŷ = Gl(x

U ). Then semi-supervised learning is conducted
via online distillation loss LOD, where Gl guides the opti-
mization direction of sub-networks Gr and Gs step by step.
This progressive guidance technique ensures sub-networks
are no longer deeply bound with the discriminator, which
can train more flexibly and obtain further compression:

LU
dist(Gr, Gs) = LOD(Gl(x

U ), Gr(x
U ))

+ LOD(Gl(x
U ), Gs(x

U ))
(5)

We utilize the distillation loss in OMGD [35] as our
LOD, which is composed by Structural Similarity (SSIM)
Loss[46], Perceptual Losses[19] and Total Variation
Loss[37].

In short, Gl is trained on A and supervises sub-networks,
while sub-networks absorb knowledge from U and further
promote Gl via a weight-sharing mechanism. This mutual
assistant strategy between sub-networks and the largest net
promotes the whole super-network in a progressive collab-
orative way, which overcomes the first challenge that facili-
tates model-data mutual learning in a unified framework.

3.2. Adaptive Online Semi-Supervised Distillation

As summarized in [23, 18], the fine-tuning procedure
helps to further boost the target generation capability. So
we follow [35] to conduct an online multi-teachers distilla-
tion to facilitate lightweight GAN learning. We evolution-
ary search student and teacher models from S in the first
stage and conduct an adaptive online multi-teachers distilla-
tion fine-tuning scheme to achieve better performance in the
second stage. Online distillation formulates the optimiza-
tion of the student model in the discriminator-free setting,
where the teacher model guides the student model progres-
sively and steadily. The adaptive semi-supervised online
KD loss consists of a supervised part and a semi-supervised
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counterpart:

Lstage2 = LA
sup(G

D
T ) + LA

sup(G
W
T ) + LA

dist(G
∗) + LU

dist(G
∗)
(6)

Where G∗ is the student model and GW
T , GD

T are two
architectural-complementary teacher models.
Evolutionary Architecture Search. As is shown in Step
② of Figure 3, Given a trained super-net with S and a target
model constraint, we utilize the evolutionary search algo-
rithm to obtain the best-performed sub-network G∗. Ad-
ditionally, we evolutionary search the two architectural-
complementary teacher models that have about 20 times
more computational costs than G∗ from S. Abbreviated as
a deeper network GD

T and a wider network GW
T . We in-

herit weights from the super-net to initialize GD
T , GW

T and
G∗, which avoids optimizing the target model from scratch
and accelerates network convergence speed. Furthermore,
the broad setting of the super-net allows us to flexibly ob-
tain student and teacher models with diverse constraints,
eliminating extra work of manually redesigning and train-
ing teacher models.
Supervised Student Model Training. Specifically, GD

T

and GW
T are directly optimized as Eq. 4, and the corre-

sponding teacher discriminators are inherited from the first
stage in section 3.1. For the student network G, the super-
vised objective can be formulated as :

LA
dist(G

∗) = LOD(GD
T (xA), G∗(xA))

+ LOD(GW
T (xA), G∗(xA))

(7)

Semi-Supervised Student Model Training. Obviously,
Eq.7 does not involve the target domain label, so xU can
also participate in this optimization process to further en-
hance model capacity. However, the generation ability of
teacher networks for unlabeled data can fluctuant since they
neither can access the paired ground truth nor has powerful
generalization ability as Gl in 3.1. Therefore, we design a
discriminators-guided adaptive filtering scheme to improve
the pseudo-label quality in the distillation procedure:

Φ(GD
T ) =

{
RandInt([0, 1]), D[GD

T (xU )] > DEMA

1, D[GD
T (xU )] < DEMA

(8)

where DEMA is the exponential moving average (EMA)
prediction score of the discriminator for generated fake im-
ages and RandInt([0, 1]) means to choose from 0 and 1
randomly. The semi-supervised objective is calculated with
the guidance of an adaptive filter:

LU
dist(G

∗) = Φ(GD
T )× LOD(GD

T (xU ), G∗(xU ))

+ Φ(GW
T )× LOD(GW

T (xU ), G∗(xU )).
(9)

The experimental results reveal that this distillation fine-
tuning scheme attempts to address the second challenge and
improves the stability of GAN training under multiple com-
pression technologies. We illustrate the complete procedure
of Unified GAN Compression in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Unified GAN Compression Scheme.
1: Input: labeled dataset A, unlabeled dataset U , search space S =

{Gi}, discriminator D, update interval n.
2: Output: trained student generator G∗

3: Stage 1: Semi-Sup Network Architecture Search
4: Initialize search space S
5: for steps = 1, ..., T do
6: Sample Gl, Gw , Gs from S
7: Sample a mini-batch data: (xA, yA) ∈ A, xU ∈ U
8: Calculate LA

sup(Gl, D) by Eq.4.
9: Calculate LU

dist(Gw, Gs) by Eq.5
10: Update parameters of Gl, Gs, Gw, D.
11: end for
12: Stage 2: Adaptive Online Semi-Sup Distillation
13: Evolutionary Architecture Search: Search G∗, GW

T , GD
T from S

14: Initialize G∗, GW
T , GD

T , D from Stage 1.
15: for steps = 1, ..., T do
16: Sample a mini-batch data: (xA, yA) ∈ A, xU ∈ U
17: if steps % n = 0 then
18: Calculate LA

sup(G
W
T , D) by Eq.4.

19: Calculate LA
sup(G

D
T , D) by Eq.4.

20: Update parameters of GW
T , GD

T , D.
21: end if
22: Calculate LA

dist(G
∗) by Eq.7

23: Calculate LU
dist(G

∗) by Eq.9
24: Update parameters of G∗

25: end for

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

We follow models, datasets and evaluation metrics used
in previous works [10, 23, 25, 38] for a fair comparison.

Models. Pix2Pix [17] is the widely-used model in GAN-
oriented model compression [23, 35, 26, 18, 51]. We follow
[23, 35] that adopts the UNet[36] and the ResNet style[14]
generator to compress the Pix2Pix model. Pix2PixHD
[44] is an image-to-image translation approach advanced
in Pix2Pix for higher-resolution images, where the ResNet-
style generator with more parameters is adopted. GauGAN
[31] is a state-of-the-art semantic image synthesis algorithm
that employs spatially adaptive (DE)normalization.

Datasets and Evaluation Metrics. We conduct the ex-
periments on cityscapes [8] and edges→shoes [48] dataset.
In the label-efficient training procedure, we randomly sam-
ple 10%, 25%, 50% data from the training set as the la-
beled data and treat others as the unlabeled counterpart. We
follow [23, 35] to measure mIoU(mean Intersection over
Union) on cityscapes and FID[15](Frechet Inception Dis-
tance) on edges→shoes to evaluate the quality of the gen-
erated image. Higher mIoU implies the generated images
are more realistic. FID compares the distribution of gener-
ated images with real images, and a smaller FID means the
performance is more convincing. We use MACs and Pa-
rameters to measure the computational costs of the model.

Implementation details. We set the initial learning
rate as 0.0002 and linearly decay to zero in all experi-
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Table 1. The performance comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Cityscapes Dataset.

Model Arch. Method
Model Constraints Label Constraints @ mIoU (↑)

MACs #Params 10% 25% 50% 100%

Pix2Pix [17]

ResNet

Original 56.8G 11.3M 34.26 37.83 40.09 44.32
GAN Com. [23] 4G∼5G (13×) 0.7M (16×) 36.27 38.69 41.43 40.77

OMGD [35] 0.87G (65×) 0.08M (141×) 32.90 36.38 38.77 42.15
UGC 0.8G∼0.9G (67×) 0.10M (113×) 37.78 (+3.52) 40.90 (+3.07) 42.51 (+2.42) —

OMGD [35] 1.41G (40×) 0.14M (81×) 35.24 37.31 41.32 45.21
UGC 1.4G∼1.5G (39×) 0.15M (75×) 39.90 (+5.64) 43.53 (+5.70) 44.20 (+4.11) —

UNet

Original 18.6G 54.5M 33.36 40.10 42.78 42.71
OMGD [35] 0.71G (26×) 1.9M (29×) 34.99 37.98 40.78 45.52

UGC 0.8G∼0.9G (22×) 1.5M (36×) 44.83 (+11.47) 47.80 (+7.70) 46.10 (+3.32) —
OMGD [35] 1.22G (15×) 3.4M (16×) 35.47 41.85 44.51 48.91

UGC 1.2G∼1.3G (15×) 2.0M (27×) 44.46 (+11.10) 48.50 (+8.40) 47.23 (+4.45) —

Pix2PixHD [44] ResNet
Original 151.3G 182.6M 45.66 49.66 55.50 58.30

UGC 8G ∼ 10G (17×) 5.0M (37×) 46.34 (+0.68) 52.40 (+2.74) 56.65 (+1.15) —
UGC 12G ∼ 14G (12×) 7.0M (26×) 47.22 (+1.56) 54.42 (+4.76) 57.28 (+1.78) —

GauGAN [30] ResNet

Original 281.4G 93.1M 46.30 55.54 58.24 62.30
GAN Com. [23] 30G ∼ 32G (9×) 20M (5×) 48.93 55.21 58.19 61.22

UGC 8G ∼ 10G (31×) 3.0M (31×) 54.85 (+8.55) 60.94 (+5.40) 62.47 (+4.23) —
UGC 12G ∼ 14G (22×) 5.0M (19×) 56.50 (+10.20) 61.53 (+5.99) 62.73 (+4.49) —

Table 2. The performance comparison with state-of-the-art methods in Pix2Pix model on Edges→Shoes Dataset.

Arch. Method
Model Constraints Label Constraints @ FID (↓)

MACs #Params 10% 25% 50% 100%

ResNet

Original [17] 56.8G 11.3M 89.78 65.80 38.18 24.18
GAN Com. [23] 4G∼5G (13×) 0.7M (16×) 59.13 34.82 29.78 26.60

OMGD [35] 0.87G (65×) 0.08M (141×) 44.96 39.45 34.40 34.48
UGC 0.8G∼0.9G (67×) 0.10M (113×) 33.00 (-56.78) 29.04 (-36.76) 24.65 (-13.53) —

OMGD [35] 1.41G (40×) 0.14M (81×) 42.56 32.30 27.60 25.88
UGC 1.4G∼1.5G (39×) 0.15M (75×) 25.30 (-64.48) 21.43 (-44.37) 19.57 (-18.61) —

UNet

Original [17] 18.6G 54.5M 86.42 47.46 38.51 34.31
OMGD [35] 0.71G (26×) 1.9M (29×) 87.20 42.43 41.01 32.30

UGC 0.8G∼0.9G (22×) 1.5M (36×) 37.80 (-48.62) 31.00 (-16.46) 27.15 (-11.36) —
OMGD [35] 1.22G (15×) 3.4M (16×) 43.12 34.80 28.06 25.00

UGC 1.2G∼1.3G (15×) 2.0M (27×) 34.80 (-51.62) 27.90 (-19.56) 23.25 (-15.26) —

ments. λSSIM , λfeature, λstyle, λTV in LOD are fixed as
1e1, 1e4, 1e1, 1e − 5 respectively. To construct the search
space S, we first insert 3 resnet blocks after every up-
sample/downsample layer into the original model. The
sub-networks sampling procedure dynamically selects layer
channel number c=[8, 16, ...,64], step=8; and corresponding
resnet blocks d=[0, 1, 2].

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

In this section, we compare UGC with several state-of-
the-art GAN compression approaches and the original mod-
els under different label constraints. We reimplemented all
competitors under their official codebase and maintained
their training settings to conduct the experiments under

10%, 25%, and 50% partition protocols. As shown in Table
1, Table 2 and Figure 4, we report the comparison results on
edges→shoes [48] and cityscapes [8] dataset.

4.2.1 Label Efficiency

From Table 1 and 2, we have the following observations:
Overall Performance. UGC shows consistent significant
advantages under 10%, 25% and 50% label constraints,
which reveals that UGC help to capture additional data char-
acteristic to facilitate model compression. Compared with
a similar MACs model (1.4G∼1.5G) from OMGD, UGC
decreases the FID by 10.84 on edges→shoes with 25% la-
bels. And this result even outperforms the original model
with full dataset by a large margin (24.18 vs. 21.43).
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Figure 4. MACs-/Labels-Performance trade-off between UGC and state-of-the-art approaches including GAN compression[23],
DMAD[25], CAT[18], OMGD[35] and WKD[51]. The first two figures depict the trade-off in different label constraints. A larger cir-
cle denotes that the model has greater MACs. The last two figures illustrate the results under different model constraints, where the circle
size represents the usage of the labels. UGC significantly outperforms these methods with much less computational cost and labeled data.

Model Type. UGC generalizes well on different con-
ditional paired image-to-image GANs. The UGC-based
Pix2PixHD model outperforms the original model measures
by mIoU, which increases from 55.50 to 57.28 with 50% la-
bels. GauGAN also shows promising results, UGC obtains
a 10.9% mIoU improvement on cityscapes under 25% la-
bels. UGC can surpass the original model trained on 100%
dataset in 50% label protocols.
Generator Architecture. UGC has strong robustness for
diverse generator architecture. On cityscapes, UGC with
ResNet style generator (dubbed as UGC(R)) improves the
mIoU by 13.2%, 16.7%, 7% on 10%, 25% and 50% la-
beled settings respectively. UGC with UNet style gener-
ator(dubbed as UGC(U)) with 50% labels achieves better
performance than OMGD(U) with 100% labeled protocols,
declining FID from 25.00 to 23.25 on edges→shoes.

4.2.2 Model Efficiency

Essentially, UGC manages to obtain lightweight models in a
label-efficient way. We compare the performance from the
model-constraint perspective in this section. Compared to
the original model in Pix2Pix, UGC(R) is compressed about
39× of MACs and 75× of parameters, UGC(U) is com-
pressed by 15× of MACs and 27× of parameters. Never-
theless, even under this extreme compression ratio, UGC(R)
and UGC(U) surpass the original model by a large mar-
gin. UGC achieves better performance than OMGD on
Pix2Pix models with similar compression ratios. Com-
pared to OMGD, UGC(R) and UGC(U) decrease the FID
for 24.4% and 7% respectively on edges→shoes using 50%
labels. On GauGAN and Pix2PixHD, UGC achieves a simi-
lar mIoU with the original model while reducing the compu-
tation by 23× and half of the labels. Conclusively, UGC co-
ordinates model compression well with data compression,
achieving state-of-the-art light-weighted models even with
less than 50% labels.

Table 3. Ablation studies on Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL).

Dataset Method Label Constraints
10% 25%

Cityscapes

Ours w/o NAS-SSL 44.15 45.93
Ours w/o Finetune-SSL 43.52 47.07
Ours w/o ALL-SSL 43.51 45.77
Ours 44.46 48.5

Edges→Shoes

Ours w/o NAS-SSL 38.16 34.42
Ours w/o Finetune-SSL 37.30 30.1
Ours w/o ALL-SSL 40.57 35.37
Ours 34.80 27.90

Table 4. Ablation studies on NAS.

Dataset MACs Method Label Constraints
10% 25%

Cityscapes
1.2G Ours w/o NAS 42.04 44.64

Ours 44.46 48.50

0.8G Ours w/o NAS 38.57 42.88
Ours 44.83 47.80

Edges→Shoes
1.2G Ours w/o NAS 44.4 34.77

Ours 34.80 27.90

0.8G Ours w/o NAS 66.30 41.10
Ours 37.80 31.00

4.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation studies to investigate
the effectiveness of each essential component of UGC. Ex-
periments are carried out on the UNet style generator of the
Pix2Pix model on Cityscapes and edges→shoes.
Analysis of SSL in NAS. Firstly, we construct a variant
(abbreviated as ”Ours w/o NAS-SSL”) that trains the super-
network in section 3.1 without unlabeled dataset U . Ex-
periments in Table 3 indicate that the absence of unlabeled
images leads to a noticeable drop in performance. For ex-
ample, ”Ours w/o NAS-SSL” increases the FID from 34.8
to 38.16 compared to our approach on the 10% labeled
edges→shoes dataset.
Analysis of SSL in Finetune. Secondly, we design a
variant ”Ours w/o Finetune-SSL” that removes the unla-
beled data usage during the online semi-supervised distil-
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Figure 5. Qualitative Results. UGC reduces MACs by 38× and 29.6× for Pix2Pix and GauGAN with 50% labels, respectively.

Table 5. Latency Speedup on Mobile Phones.

Model Method MACs(G)
Mi 10 Latency(ms)

CPU GPU

Pix2Pix

Original[17] 56.8 601 217.8
GAN Com.[23] 5.42(10.5×) 177.6(3.4×) 52.3(4.2×)

UGC
1.50(38.0×) 92.3(6.5×) 34.1(6.4×)
0.89(63.6×) 60.7(9.9×) 23.8(9.1×)

GauGAN

Original[31] 281.4 2366.7 1252.5
GAN Com.[23] 31.2(9.0×) 549.1(4.3×) 227.7(5.5×)

UGC
13.6(21.1×) 332.5(7.1×) 155.8(8.0×)
9.5(29.6×) 275.6(8.6×) 137.8(9.1×)

lation procedure in section 3.2. As summarized in Table
3, without SSL in the finetuning process, the generator de-
clines 2.9% and 7.9% under the 25% labeled dataset setting
on cityscapes and edges→shoes, respectively. The variant
”Ours w/o ALL-SSL” without U in both NAS and finetune
process performs worst on all datasets.

Analysis of NAS. To delve deep into the significance of
NAS process, we additionally train a fixed-architecture
model with similar MACs on A and U . As shown in Table 4,
NAS-based UGC obtains 8.6% and 19.8% performance im-
provement under 25% label setting in 1.2G MACs. The ex-
periment results demonstrate that our proposed NAS tech-
nique effectively boosts the model performance in GANs.

4.4. Hardware Acceleration

We report the inference latency results on the GPU and
CPU of Mi 10 using TNN toolkits. As shown in Table 5,
UGC obtains significant inference acceleration on mobile
phones. For Pix2Pix, the generator compressed by UGC
surpasses 40FPS inference speed, achieving the demand for
interactive applications on mobile phones. UGC attempts
to reduce latency from 2366.7ms to 275.6ms for GauGAN,
with a nearly 90% latency decline and outperforms [23] by
a large margin. It demonstrates that UGC provides a feasi-
ble solution for real-time image translation on edge devices.

4.5. Qualitative Results

We depict the visualization results of UGC and the
state-of-the-art GAN compression methods in Figure 5.
Pix2Pix compressed by UGC shows advantageous texture
and glossy reconstruction ability on edges→shoes com-
pared to other methods. UGC on GauGAN and Pix2PixHD
are excellent at synthesizing the complex details of build-
ings and vehicles, achieving the best generation of natural
street scenes.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new learning paradigm,

Unified GAN Compression (UGC), with a unified opti-
mization objective to seamlessly prompt the synergy of
model-efficient and label-efficient learning. UGC sets
up semi-supervised-driven network architecture search and

TNN: https://github.com/Tencent/TNN
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adaptive online semi-supervised distillation stages sequen-
tially, which formulates a heterogeneous mutual learning
scheme to obtain an architecture-flexible, label-efficient,
and performance-excellent model. Extensive experi-
ments demonstrate that UGC can obtain state-of-the-art
lightweight models even with less than 50% labels. UGC
provides a feasible solution for deploying the GAN model
in the hardware-constrained and low-annotation regime.
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